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Abstract

This article is a tutorial to help Bakpax product users better understand LATEXcommands. The

inputs in this article do not encompass all possible commands, but should provide users with a

starting point to help with correcting responses and creating content. For commands not included

in this article, Google can be used to look up the desired commands. This can be done by searching

a phrase such as “division sign in latex” to find ÷.
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I. BASIC MATH SYMBOLS

Here are basic function symbol commands. Symbols for +, -, and / do not require

commands.

Type of symbol LATEXtype Result

Multiplication \times or \cdot or \ast × or · or ∗

Division \div ÷

Sine \sin sin

Cosine \cos cos

Tangent \tan tan

Cosecant \csc csc

Secant \sec sec

Cotangent \cot cot

Plus or minus \pm ±

Minus or plus \mp ∓

Greater than or equal to \geq ≥

Less than or equal to \leq ≤

Approximately equal to \approx ≈

Not equal to \neq 6=

Proportional to \propto ∝

Infinity \infty ∞

Left arrow \leftarrow ←

Right arrow \rightarrow →

Union \cup ∪

Intersection \cap ∩

Integral \int
∫

Degree ˆ{\circ} or \degree ◦ or ◦

TABLE I: Basic Math Symbols
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Here are other math symbol commands which require specific inputs.

Type of symbol LATEXtype Result

Continuous number \bar {#} #̄

Continuous number(s) \overline{number} number

Fraction \frac{numerator}{denominator} numerator
denominator

Exponents numberˆ{exponent} number exponent

subscript symbol {subscript} symbolsubscript

Roots \sqrt[root]{radicand} root
√

radicand

Integrals \intˆ{upper limit} {lower limit}
∫ upper limit
lower limit

Lowercase greek letters* \theta θ

Capital greek letters* \Theta Θ

TABLE II: Complex Math Symbols

*For greek letters, θ was used as an example, for other greek letters replace “theta” with the desired

greek letter, such as “lambda”

II. MATRICES

Matrices and tables have similar formats internally. Both are created by stacking rows. Let’s

start by looking at how this matrix is constructed:

Construction:

\begin{bmatrix}

a & b \\

c & d

\end{bmatrix}

Result:a b

c d



TABLE III: Example Matrix Construction

Every matrix will always start with “\begin{MATRIX TYPE}” and end with “\end{MATRIX

TYPE}.” The “MATRIX TYPE” determines what kind of bracket is encloses it. Here, “bmatrix”

is used for the square brackets. You can also use “matrix” which will have no brackets, “pmatrix”
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for round brackets, “Bmatrix” for curly brackets, “vmatrix” for pipes, and “Vmatrix” for double

pipes.

The rows in this table were created by typing “ a & b” and “c & d” respectively. The “&”

symbol notifies where one value ends and the next begins.

Each row was ended from the “\\” command.

III. TABLES

Tables are formatted similarly to matrices. It may be useful to look at the Matrices section for

a simple example as both are created by stacking rows. After checking out Matrices, let’s look at

how this table is constructed:

Construction:

\begin{array}{|c|c|}

\hline

\\[-1em] \quad a \quad & \quad b \quad \\[-1em] \\ \hline

\\[-1em] \quad c \quad & \quad d \quad \\[-1em] \\ \hline

\end{array}

Result:

a b

c d

TABLE IV: Example Table Construction

Every table will always start with “\begin{array}{STUFF}” and end with “\end{array}.” The

“STUFF” within the second set of brackets determines the alignment of text within each column

and how many columns there will be. You can use “c” for centering, “l” for left aligned, or “r” for

right aligned. The “|” symbols create the vertical lines around the cells.

The rows in this table were created by typing “ \quad a \quad & \quad b \quad” and “\quad c

\quad & \quad d \quad” respectively. The “\quad” command creates the horizontal white space

before and after the cell contents. The “&” symbol notifies where one cell ends and other begins.

Each row was then separated by typing “\\[-1em] \hline”. A new row was then made from the

“\\” command and the horizontal line was created with the “\hline. The “\\[-1em]” creates the

vertical space above and below the text within each cell.
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IV. HOW TO READ LATEX

Here is some helpful information for if you would like to learn how to read LATEXmore easily.

LATEXtype Meaning

\( and \) These marks will be at the beginning and end

of all questions. The marks tell the system

that everything written between them are in LATEX.

\text{words words} Anything written between the { and } symbols will

be written in “text” mode rather than “math” mode.

If written in “math” mode, the phrase would look

like this: wordswords.

letterˆ{superscript} If there is aˆsymbol, then anything written

between the { and } symbols will appear after the

letter as a superscript. The example to the left would

look like this: lettersuperscript.

letter {subscript} If there is a symbol, then anything written

between the { and } symbols will appear after the

letter as a subscript. The example to the left would

look like this: lettersubscript.

\leftsymbol and \rightsymbol The \left and \right commands pair a set of symbols.

This is most frequently seen with parentheses or

brackets. For example, \left( 1
2 \right) looks like

(
1
2

)
.

**In this example, the right/left commands are used to ensure

the parentheses are as tall as 1
2
. Without the right/left

commands, it would look like this: ( 1
2
).

TABLE V: *For greek letters, θ was used as an example, for other greek letters replace

“theta” with the desired greek letter, such as “lambda”
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